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Abstract
Reinforcement learning is hard in general. Yet,
in many specific environments, learning is easy.
What makes learning easy in one environment,
but difficult in another? We address this question
by proposing a simple measure of reinforcementlearning hardness called the bad-policy density.
This quantity measures the fraction of the deterministic stationary policy space that is below a
desired threshold in value. We prove that this
simple quantity has many properties one would
expect of a measure of learning hardness. Further,
we prove it is NP-hard to compute the measure
in general, but there are paths to polynomial-time
approximation. We conclude by summarizing potential directions and uses for this measure.

1. Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) have long stood as
a central model for characterizing the environments that
reinforcement-learning agents inhabit. Indeed, the generality of the MDP (and its kin) allows for the description
of small and simple environments such as grid worlds, but
also large sophisticated ones such as the problem facing a
robot organizing books on a shelf or even writing one of
the books. A typical objective of research in reinforcement
learning (RL) is to develop algorithms that can learn efficiently across the entire space of MDPs. For this reason, it is
typically desirable to determine the worst case performance
of an RL algorithm across all MDPs of a chosen size, and
perhaps, horizon (Strehl et al., 2009; Azar et al., 2013).
However, understanding an algorithm’s learning efficiency
with respect to the size of the MDP misses out on the potentially crucial presence of structure in a given learning
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problem that can alter the nature and difficulty of learning.
Moreover, it is likely that not all MDPs are of interest—
oftentimes, relevant subsets of finite MDP space are isolated
as being of particular use, such as those with objects (Diuk
et al., 2008), features (Guestrin et al., 2001), or deterministic
transition dynamics (Wen & Van Roy, 2013), to name a few.
In this sense, it is likely the case that forcing algorithms to
perform well on all MDPs misses out on important insights
that ensure algorithms are well behaved on the MDPs that
matter by forcing them to be competent on chaotic environments in which the rapid acquisition of competence should
be impossible. Indeed, this insight is well established in the
literature, with many notable examples establishing extreme
efficiency in the presence of structure (Mersereau et al.,
2009; Lattimore & Munos, 2014; Van Roy & Dong, 2019;
Lattimore et al., 2020; Tirinzoni et al., 2020).
In this paper, we introduce Bad-Policy Density (BPD) as a
simple new measure of RL hardness in finite MDPs. For
a given MDP, the BPD measures the fraction of policies
in the deterministic policy space that are below a desired
threshold (τ ) in start-state value. We argue that this measure
picks up on interesting structure of MDPs, and can help
understand the settings in which RL algorithms might be
able to achieve extreme degrees of sample efficiency. We
also advocate for this measure as a potential mechanism for
determining the difficulty of MDPs in practice—those with
higher BPD might be considered more difficult. Further,
we suggest that this measure can be useful as a diagnostic
tool to assess the impact that priors and structures have
on learning hardness, and more generally to identify what
characteristics of a task give rise to harder learning.
Previous RL Hardness Measures. Our proposal builds
on the insights established by prior hardness measures for
RL in finite MDPs (such as the mixing time (Kearns &
Singh, 2002)), which we now briefly summarize. First,
Maillard et al. (2014) address the question “How hard is
my MDP?”, with the environmental norm, measuring the
maximum next-state variance of value throughout the MDP.
This measure enables strong theoretical guarantees (Zanette
& Brunskill, 2019) and picks up on an appealing notion
of the kinds of MDPs that make RL more difficult—the
more costly a mistake might be, the harder time a learning
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algorithm may have in learning effective behavior in the
MDP. However, this measure is precisely zero for all deterministic MDPs, assigning all of them the lowest difficulty
achievable under the measure. In this sense, there is room
to sharpen our understanding of what constitutes a difficult
MDP for RL. Farahmand (2011) and Bellemare et al. (2016)
measure hardness through the gap between the Q? -values
of the best and second-best action across state–action pairs;
small action gaps induce more challenging problems as an
agent requires more samples to reduce estimation error and
identify the optimal action. The eluder dimension (Russo
& Van Roy, 2013; Osband & Van Roy, 2014; Wang et al.,
2020) of a value-function class is a worst-case measure of
the maximal number of state–action pairs that must be observed before being able to extrapolate to unseen inputs.
Intuitively, if each state–action pair of an MDP yields no
information about any others, an agent has no capacity for
generalization and is forced into prolonged exploration (Du
et al., 2019; Van Roy & Dong, 2019).
Jiang et al. (2017) propose the Bellman Rank as a suitable
measure for the difficulty of Contextual Decision Processes,
a generalization of MDPs. Intuitively, the Bellman rank
considers the matrix of Bellman residuals induced by a
value-function class and creates a link between the behavior
policy used to arrive at a particular state–action pair and the
value function whose greedy policy defines behavior from
that state–action pair. Sun et al. (2019) introduce the witness
rank as an analogue to Bellman rank for model-based RL
whereas Jin et al. (2021) introduce a generalization, the
Bellman eluder dimension, as the eluder dimension on the
function class of Bellman residuals. One important note
on all three measures is their dependence on not only the
MDP but also a particular function class; in this way, these
measures address the difficulty inherent to learning in the
MDP in the specific function class containing the solution.
In contrast, BPD focuses on the former source of hardness.
Jaksch et al. (2010) propose the diameter—closely related
to the span (Bartlett & Tewari, 2009; Fruit et al., 2018)— as
a measure of MDP hardness, denoting the max number of
steps between any two states in the environment. Naturally,
a small diameter is suggestive of easier exploration, as the
agent may acquire most information about the problem in
few steps. Orthogonally, Arumugam et al. (2021) offer information sparsity as an information-theoretic measure of
the difficulty of credit assignment within a MDP. With the
exception of the environmental norm, all of the aforementioned hardness measures are concerned with characterizing
the difficulty of generalization, exploration, or credit assignment. In contrast, BPD is agnostic to any one particular
obstacle to efficient RL and instead simply asks what fraction of the solution space must be eliminated by any agent to
solve an MDP, without regard for how efficiently individual
agents may prune away sub-optimal solutions.

2. Bad-Policy Density
We now introduce and motivate the BPD measure. For
a MDP M = hS, A, R, T, γi, we call M finite when
|S|, |A| < ∞ and assume that M has an initial state s0 ∈ S.
Definition 1. The Bad-Policy Density (BPD) of a finite
MDP M , for a chosen τ ∈ R, is given by,
BPDτ (M ) :=

X
1
|ΠM |

1 {V π (s0 ) ≤ τ } ,

(1)

π∈ΠM

for ΠM the set of all deterministic mappings from S to A.
This measure answers a simple question about an MDP:
What fraction of deterministic stationary policies are below
τ in start-state value? The BPD has several straightforward
properties, which we summarize in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The BPD satisfies the following properties:
(i) For any real τ and MDP M , 0 ≤ BPDτ (M ) ≤ 1.
(ii) For any rational number q ∈ [0, 1], there exists a choice of τ and deterministic Md in which
BPDτ (Md ) = q.
(iii) For any MDP M , if τ1 < τ2 , then BPDτ1 (M ) ≤
BPDτ2 (M ).
To summarize, this measure is applicable to both deterministic and stochastic MDPs; provides a universal, bounded
scale of difficulty (the interval [0, 1]) thereby allowing
normalization-free comparison across MDPs; and ensures
monotonic increase as τ increases. We explore more significant aspects of the measure shortly.
Weaknesses. There are clear shortcomings to the BPD.
First, it is dependent on a potentially arbitrary choice of
τ . Across MDPs, it is unclear what the right choice might
be. In this sense, a potentially more informative view of
the hardness of an MDP is given by the cumulative graph
of BPDτ (M ), for τ ∈ [VM IN, VM AX]; such a graph will
illustrate what region of value space most policies lie in.
Second, this measure is not immediately suitable to infinite
MDPs. A natural consideration is to replace the enumeration of Equation 1 with a probability distribution—perhaps,
in the assumption-free case, with the uniform distribution.
Such a prospect is enticing, but is beyond the scope of
this work. Third, the measure fails to capture the impact
reward has on the learning dynamics of different RL algorithms. For instance, a shaped reward function that induces
the same BPDτ (M ) may very well lead to a dramatically
easier learning problem for many algorithms. Fourth, the
measure makes a commitment as to the significance of the
value in s0 (or, more generally, in expectation under a start
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state distribution). In long horizon tasks, this is not clearly
the right perspective to take. Finally, the measure excludes
stochastic policies from consideration in favor of focusing
on deterministic policies.

by Jiang et al. (2017), which iteratively prunes candidate
value-function approximators based on the inconsistency of
Bellman residuals.

In spite of these shortcomings, we take the BPD to serve as
a useful and simple measure of RL difficulty in finite MDPs.
A natural extension to infinite MDPs measures the probability of sampling a policy below a particular threshold, for
some choice of probability distribution over the policy space.
We next further establish the usefulness of the measure.

3.2. Computing BPD is NP-hard

3. Analysis: Properties of the BPD

Naturally, the usefulness of a hardness measure is likely
to depend on the practicality in applying it. We first note
that computing the number of optimal policies is poly-time
solvable by assessing the number of actions in each state
that yield Q∗ (s, a) as follows,
Y
{a ∈ A : Q∗ (s, a) = V ∗ (s)} .
(6)
s∈S

We next present three properties of the BPD: 1) there exists
a simple RL algorithm whose episodic sample complexity
depends only on the BPD and γ, and not on |S| or |A|;
2) computing the BPD is NP-hard; 3) there is hope that a
polynomial-time approximation is achievable.

Unfortunately, when we move to computing the BPD, it is
#P-hard in general. Concretely, we define the problem of
computing BPDτ (M ) as follows.
Definition 2. The BPD-P ROBLEM is: given a finite MDP
M and a τ ∈ R, return BPDτ (M ).

3.1. BPD-Dependent Sample Complexity

To analyze the difficulty of this problem, we inspect its
decision counterpart,
Definition 3. The BPD-D ECISION -P ROBLEM is defined as
follows: given a finite MDP M , τ ∈ R, and a proposed
level of hardness κ, return true iff BPDτ (M ) = κ.
Theorem 1. BPD-D ECISION -P ROBLEM is NP-hard.

Consider the following algorithmic structure, letting E denote the number of episodes and H denote the horizon:
πt = choose(Πt )

(2)

V̂ π (s0 ) = eval(M, πt , E, H)

(3)

Πt+1 = prune(Πt , π, τ ).

(4)

Suppose choose samples a policy uniformly at random,
eval evaluates the sampled policy in the MDP, and prune
removes π if V̂ π (s0 ) ≤ τ and returns the pruned version of
Π. Let us refer to this simple strategy as the P OLICY S AM PLING algorithm. We note that the sample complexity of
this approach will depend on the BPD as follows, where τ
inversely defines the magnitude of the mistake bound.
Proposition 2. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be the desired confidence
parameter, M the given MDP, η ≥ VM AX − τ the mistake
threshold, and ρ = 1 − BPDτ (M ). Then, the episodic
P OLICY S AMPLING algorithm has, with probability 1 − δ,
sample complexity upper bounded by

logρ (δ) RM AX2 ln 2δ
.
(5)
2η 2 (1 − γ)3
Clearly, this algorithm is entirely impractical in many contexts. However, it illustrates a sense in which the sample
complexity of learning may depend on the BPD, rather
than quantities such as |S| and |A|. Identifying structuredependent guarantees of this form for existing algorithms
is a natural direction for future work. We also note that
the P OLICY S AMPLING algorithm bears a resemblance to
sparse sampling (Kearns et al., 2002), the PAC bandit approach by Goschin et al. (2013), and to the O LIVE algorithm

All proofs are presented in the appendix. As an immediate
corollary of the theorem, we note that the counting variant,
BPD-P ROBLEM, is #P-hard.
3.3. Approximating the BPD
In light of the computational intractability of computing the
BPD, we instead seek to approximate it. In this section,
we give methods for efficiently approximating the goodpolicy density (GPD), where GPDτ (M ) = 1 − BPDτ (M );
all of the proofs and algorithms given in this section also
apply directly to the bad-policy density but it will be more
convenient to describe our results in terms of good-policy
density. There are two kinds of approximations for which
one might aim: 1) multiplicative approximations; 2) additive
approximations. In the former, we can obtain estimates that
are within an arbitrary fraction of the true quantity (and
thus, are more desirable), while in the latter, we can obtain
estimates that are within a chosen  radius of the true value
(which is problematic when the true quantity is near zero
or one, as the BPD is likely to be). The additive form is
obtained through application of Chernoff inequalities.
Proposition 3. There is a poly-time algorithm that, given a
finite MDP M , τ ∈ R and constant ε > 0 computes a value
[ τ (M ) satisfying |GPD
[ τ (M ) − GPDτ (M )| ≤ ε with
GPD
1
high probability.
1

At least 1 −

1
poly(n)

where n is the size of the input MDP.
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Figure 1. The BPD in N -Chain problems.

However, achieving the more useful form of multiplicative
approximations is more involved. Our next result gives
a nearly-complete story as to a path for multiplicative approximation. To actually achieve the result, we first require
sampling access to a uniform distribution over “policies”
which closely resemble policies with at least τ value on
s0 . In particular, given some i ≥ 0 we require access to
uniform samples from what we call τ -quality i-controlled
policies: These are “policies” where the agent achieves at
least τ value on s0 but only controls the first i states (for an
arbitrary ordering of the states) and is forced to behave optimally on the remaining states. We defer a formal definition
of these “policies” to the appendix.
Theorem 2. There is a poly-time algorithm which, given
constant ε > 0 and sample access to a uniform distribution over τ -quality i-controlled policies for each i ≥ 0, re[ τ (M ) satisfying (1 − ε) · GPDτ (M ) ≤
turns a value GPD
[
GPDτ (M ) ≤ (1 + ε) · GPDτ (M ) with high probability.
We suspect such a distribution can be sampled from in
polynomial time, as this procedure is closely related to
other polynomial-time constructions. See Jerrum & Sinclair
(1989) for a similar result on approximating the number of
matchings in a graph or Jerrum (2003) for a comprehensive
overview of such approximate counting results.

4. Discussion
We conclude with a simple case study of the BPD in small
MDPs, and by suggesting directions for future work.
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<latexit sha1_base64="fTT3bJRnijpYIDbkzWADcwNW0oQ=">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</latexit>

0A

<latexit sha1_base64="fTT3bJRnijpYIDbkzWADcwNW0oQ=">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</latexit>

0A

B2

B1

<latexit sha1_base64="UDVhx8hQqNi88K4/qax5VZa9HyA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MMAwYopEU9JYAxJ+ODTVeh0lIHs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tYmYK3LOZ8YFczhggY5Red8c47I=">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</latexit>

0✓
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Figure 2. The structure of the N -Chain MDP.

A Small Example. First, we examine the BPD of a simple set of MDPs. Because the approximation algorithm
described by Theorem 2 requires sampling a particular distribution, we here only examine hardness of small MDPs.
Specifically, we consider an N -Chain graph MDP with N
states and 2 actions, pictured in Figure 2. The ar action
moves the agent right, and the a` action moves the agent
left along the chain. In the rightmost state of the chain, the
reward for ar is +1. Otherwise, rewards are determined by
constants Rr and R` . As shown in Figure 1, we calculate the
BPD of two variants of N -Chain for different settings of τ .
In the left figure, we inspect a variation of N -Chain where
R` = 0.05 and Rr = −0.2, ensuring that the locally greedy
action will take a` rather than ar . In contrast, in the center
figure, we inspect N -Chain where R` = 0.5 and Rr = 0.
Here, many more policies will be considered good for most
values of τ . Indeed, as expected, we find that as we vary
τ from VM IN to VM AX, the hardness of the case on the
left sharply increases, whereas this increase is considerably
more gradual in (b). In the right figure, we inspect the BPD
of the two N -chain instances as we vary N for a particular
choice of τ . As expected, we find that the harder variant of
N -chain has considerably higher BPD, and that the impact
of increased N is most dramatic early on. Further details
and an additional experiment are presented in the appendix.
Future Work. We foresee many avenues for further
research extending the BPD. First, we might remove
the BPD’s dependence on choice of τ by instead measuring the cumulative BPD across all choices of τ
R VM AX
( VM IN BPDτ (M )dτ ), rather than with respect to a fixed
τ . Analysis and computation of this cumulative quantity
are a clear direction for future work. Next, the BPD might
be useful to assess the contribution made by different kinds
of structures and priors in RL—which ones most dramatically reduce the BPD? The BPD could be used both as an
objective (find the structure that minimizes BPD), and as
an evaluation (does structure X or Y most reduce BPD?).
Lastly, it is natural to extend the BPD to infinite MDPs,
stochastic policies, and perhaps, learning algorithms.
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A. Proofs

|S| = 1, and R(s0 , πi (s0 )) > τ (1 − γ), for each πi
in the good set, and R(s0 , πi (s0 )) ≤ τ (1 − γ) for
each πi in the bad set.
Third, note that as τ increases, the number of policies that are considered bad cannot decrease, as
any policy where V π (s0 ) ≤ τ will also adhere to
V π (s0 ) ≤ τ + , for arbitrarily small positive .

Proof of Proposition 2.
By Hoeffding’s inequality, we bound the number
of episodes of a given policy π needed to obtain an
ε ∈ R accurate estimate of V π (s0 ) as follows,
Pr{|V̂ π (s0 ) − V π (s0 )| ≤ ε} ≥ 1 − δ1 ,
(7)


2m2 ε2
with δ1 = 2 exp − mVM
.
We let
AX 2
ε = η ≥ VM AX − τ , for the chosen τ . Moreover
1
we run each policy for h = 1−γ
steps per episode
to yield the estimate V̂ .
Next, note that BPD induces a geometric distribution
on the number of sampled policies needed to sample
at least one good policy. Specifically we can bound
the error probability as:
(1 − BPDτ (M ))k ≤ δ2 ,

(8)

We first provide proofs of central results.
Proof of Proposition 1.
First, simply note that by definition BPDτ (M )
is minimal when all policies are good (so
V π (s0 ) > τ, ∀π∈ΠM , yielding BPDτ (M ) = 0. By
the same reasoning, when the value of every policy
is greater than τ , we find BPDτ (M ) is maximized
at 1.
Second, note that for any choice of rational
q ∈ [0, 1], there must exist integers z1 and z2 such
that q = zz12 . Since q can be zero, but non-negative,
we note that z1 and z2 must take on non-negative
quantities, too. Note that for any q, there exists
an x and a finite MDP with |S| and |A| such that
x
x
|ΠM | = |A||S| (in the trivial case, |S| = 1, and |A|
can be any natural number). Then, choose T , R, and
γ such that |{π ∈ ΠM : V π (s0 ) ≥ τ }| = x. Note
again that this may achieved in the trivial case when

for k the number of evaluated policies, and δ2 ∈
(0, 1) a confidence parameter. Then, for
k = log1−BPDτ (δ2 )

(9)

Thus, after kmh time-steps, we will find a policy
with V π (s0 ) ≥ τ with high probability, where:
• k is the number of policies we need to sample.
k ≤ log1−BPDτ (M ) (δ2 ) .
• m is the number of episodes we need to evaluate each policy.
 
VM AX2 ln δ21
m≤
2η 2
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a1, a2

+0

ui ∈ U. Also add two more states, an initial state s0
and terminal state sT . There are two discrete actions
A = {a1 , a2 } and, recalling the correspondence
between states and elements of U, we define
rewards as R(si , a1 ) = ui and R(si , a2 ) = 0,
∀i ∈ [N ]. All rewards for the initial and terminal
states are 0. We define the transition function
as T (si , a, sT ) = 1, ∀a ∈ A, i ∈ [N ] such that
taking either action from a state corresponding to
an element of U leads directly to the terminal state.
Moreover, T (s0 , a, si ) = N1 , ∀a ∈ A, i ∈ [N ]
which, from the initial state, transitions to a state
matching an element of U uniformly at random,
under either action. Finally, let the discount factor
γ = 1. This MDP is pictured in Figure 3.
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+0
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+un

+0
+0

+u2

a1 a2

S1

a2

…

S2

…

a1
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+0
a1, a2
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Figure 3. Given an instance of subset sum with U = {u1 , . . . , un },
we construct the above MDP and use a BPD solver to solve the
subset sum instance.

• h is the number of steps per-episode we let
each policy run,
h=

1
.
1−γ

(10)

Hence, letting the mistake bound η ≥ V ∗ (s0 ) − τ ,
 
VM AX2 ln δ21
,
kmh ≤ log1−BPDτ (M ) (δ2 )
2η 2 (1 − γ)
(11)
 
RM AX2 ln δ21
= log1−BPDτ (M ) (δ2 )
.
2η 2 (1 − γ)3
(12)

Consider any deterministic policy π : S → A for
MDP M and construct a subset X = {ui : ui ∈
U, si ∈ S \ {s0 , sT }, π(si ) = a1 } ⊆ U consisting of all states in S corresponding to elements of
U where policy π takes action a1 . Examining the
Bellman equation for the value function induced by
policy π, we see that:
V π (s0 ) = R(s0 , π(s0 ))
X
+γ
T (s0 | s0 , π(s0 ))V π (s0 )
s0 ∈S

=

N
1 X π
V (si )
N i=1

=

N
1 X
R(si , π(si ))
N i=1

N
1 X
ui 1 {π(si ) = a1 }
N i=1
1 X
=
x
N

=

x∈X

Proof of Theorem 1.
Recall that an instance of the S UBSET S UM problem
is given by a finite, non-empty set of N non-negative
integers U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uN } and a target value
t. In the decision version of the S UBSET S UM
problem, P
we ask if there exists a subset X ⊆ U
such that x∈X x = t. Recall that this problem is
NP-complete.
Given an instance of S UBSET S UM as defined above,
we construct an MDP M = hS, A, R, T, γi as
follows: add a single state si to S for each element

From this, we see that computing N · V π (s0 )
for any policy π yields the sum of the subset induced by π. Let ΠM = {π : S → A} be the
policy class for MDP M and note that |ΠM | =
|A||S| = 2N +2 = 4|P(U)| where P(U) denotes
the power set of U. We see that the action choices
made by each policy π at states {s1 , . . . , sN } encode a unique subset of U. Assume we have access to a polynomial-time algorithm for computing
BPDτ (M ). For a small constant ε > 0, consider
computing (BPD N1 (t+ε) (M ) − BPD N1 (t−ε) (M ))
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where
BPD N1 (t+ε) (M )

X 
1
1
1 V π (s0 ) ≤ (t + ε)
=
|ΠM |
N
π∈ΠM
X
1
1 {N V π (s0 ) ≤ (t + ε)}
= N +2
2
π∈ΠM
(
)
X
X
1
=
1
x ≤ (t + ε)
4|P(U)|
x∈Xπ
π∈ΠM
(
)
X
X
4
=
1
x ≤ (t + ε)
4|P(U)|
x∈X
Xπ ∈P(U )
π
(
)
X
X
1
1
x ≤ (t + ε)
=
|P(U)|
Xπ ∈P(U )

We apply this bound where each Xi corresponds
to one of our samples and is 1/k if in the sampled
policy we have value at least τ on s0 and 0 otherwise.
Notice that ai = 0 and bi = 1/k for every i. Thus,
[ τ (M ) = X
we have GPDτ (M ) = E[X] and GPD
and so
[ τ (M ) − GPDτ (M )| ≥ ε]
Pr[|GPD


−2ε2
≤ 2 exp
1/k 2
= 2 exp(−Θ(log n))
1
=
.
poly(n)
as desired.

x∈Xπ

Proof of Theorem 2.
where the set Xπ is constructed for each policy
π ∈ ΠM as described above. Consequently, we’ve
shown that BPD N1 (t+ε) (M ) equals the fraction of
subsets of U whose total element-wise sum is upper
bounded by (t + ε); a similar statement follows
for BPD N1 (t−ε) (M ). With an arbitrarily small
constant ε > 0, we can use our polynomial-time
algorithm
for the BPD problem to compute
o
n
1 (BPD N1 (t+ε) (M ) − BPD N1 (t−ε) (M )) > 0
and determine
the existence of a subset X ⊆ U such
P
that x∈X x = t, with arbitrarily high accuracy.
Thus, we arrive at a polynomial-time algorithm for
the decision version of the S UBSET S UM problem
and the BPD problem must be NP-hard.

Proof of Proposition 3.
Our algorithm
is as follows. We sample k =

Θ 1ε log n policies uniformly at random for some
sufficiently large hidden constant. We return as our
[ τ (M ) the
estimate of the good policy density GPD
fraction of these policies that achieve value at least τ
on s0 . Recall the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound which
Pk
states that given X := i=1 Xi where each Xi is
an i.i.d. Bernoulli with ai ≤ Xi ≤ bi with probability 1 we have
!
−2ε2
Pr[|X − E[X]| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp Pk
.
i=1 (bi − ai )

For this proof we will assume that every state has
exactly two actions a1 and a2 . The proof easily
generalizes to general action spaces.
In many ways the principle challenge in accurately
estimating the good policy density is overcoming the
“needle in the haystack” situation. In particular, if a
constant fraction of all policies have value at least τ
on the initial state s0 then we can simply repeatedly
sample a policy uniformly at random and then use
the fraction of policies with value at least τ on s0
among all sampled policies as our estimate of the
good policy density. Standard Chernoff-bound-type
arguments will show that such an estimate is very
accurate with only polynomially-many samples.
However, that’s assuming a whole lot of needles!
If, on the other hand, a very small number of policies have value at least τ on s0 then no such sampling strategy could possibly work efficiently as one
would never sample a policy with value at least τ on
s0 .
As an alternative we will utilize a general strategy
first proposed by (Jerrum & Sinclair, 1989) to estimate the permanent of a matrix (which is computationally equivalent to estimating the number of
matchings in a bipartite graph).
We will sketch this strategy in terms of MDPs.
We will construct a sequence of MDP-like things
(Mi )ki=1 where Mk is the original MDP in which
we would like to estimate the good policy density.
Let Ti be the policies in Mi with value at least τ
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on s0 and let Ni := |Ti |. We can estimate the good
policy density by dividing Nk by the total number
of policies. To estimate Nk we observe by a simple
telescoping multiplication that
Nk =

Nk
Nk−1
N1
·
· ... ·
· N0 .
Nk−1 Nk−2
N0

Thus, to estimate the good policy density it suffices
to estimate every NNi+1
and N0 .
i
Let us suppose that N0 is trivial to estimate given the
way we constructed our sequence. Why should we
expect that estimating the ratio NNi+1
is any easier
i
than just estimating Nk ? Well suppose that our
sequence satisfied the following two smoothness
properties
1. Ti+1 ⊆ Ti
2.

1
2

≤

Ni+1
Ni

The existence of such smoothness properties suggests the following algorithm for estimating NNi+1
:
i
sample polynomially many policies independently
and uniformly at random from Ti+1 and estimate
Ni+1
Ni as the proportion of sampled policies that are
also in Ti . Since 12 ≤ NNi+1
and Ti+1 ⊆ Ti we
i
know that a constant fraction of the time when we
take a sample and perform our check the sampled
policy will indeed be in Ti+1 ; by standard Chernoff
bound-type arguments mentioned above we will attain a good estimate of our ratio. Thus, our smoothness property has greatly increased the proportion
of needles to hay and in this way allows us to use a
Chernoff bound.

Thus, to realize this strategy we must construct
a sequence (Mi )ki=1 satisfying the above smoothness property where additionally N0 is efficiently
estimable.
We proceed to discuss how to construct the
aforementioned sequence. Our sequence will be
M0 , M1 , . . . , M|S| where M|S| is the MDP in which
we would like to estimate the number of policies
whose value on s0 is at least τ , i.e. N|S| .
Our Mi for i < |S| won’t exactly be an MDP per se.
Rather, Mi can be intuitively thought of as an MDP
in which the agent only has control over the first i
states (for some canonical ordering over states) and
in the remaining states the agent is forced to behave
optimally.

More formally, let Ππi := {π 0 : π 0 (sj ) =
π(sj ) for j ≤ i} be all policies consistent with π on
the first i states. Since the Bellman equations have a
fixed point, by viewing Ππi as all policies in an MDP
in which every state sj for j ≤ i has only the action
taken by π available in it, we know that there is a
policy in Ππi whose value is greater than or equal
to that of all other policies in Ππi on all states. Let
(πi∗ | π) ∈ Ππi be any such optimal completion of π.
We can now define the “value” of policy π in a state
in Mi as follows.
∗

Definition 4 (Viπ (s)). Viπ (s) := V (πi |π) (s). That
is, the value of π in state s in Mi is the value of the
optimal completion of π, i.e. (πi∗ | π), in this state.
π
Notice that under this definition V|S|
(s) = V π (s)
and so indeed M|S| just is our original MDP.

We can now define the above set Ti .
Definition 5 (Ti ). Let Ti := {π : τ ≤ Viπ (s0 )}
be all policies that in Mi have value at least τ on
s0 . We call Ti the set of all τ -quality i-controlled
policies.
We begin by noting that the number of τ -quality icontrolled policies is trivial to compute in N0 since
no matter what the policy of the agent, the agent is
forced to behave optimally on all states. Also, we
may assume that V ∗ (s0 ) ≥ τ since otherwise the
good policy density is always 0 and can be trivially
computed as such.
Lemma 1. N0 = |A||S| if V ∗ (s0 ) ≥ τ .
We now prove the above two smoothness properties.
Lemma 2. Ti+1 ⊆ Ti .
Proof. Consider a π ∈ Ti+1 . We will show that π ∈
π
∗
Ti . That is, we know that Vi+1
(s) = (πi+1
| π) ≥ τ
π
and we must argue that Vi (s) = (πi∗ | π) ≥ τ
for every state s. However, we need only notice
that Ππi+1 ⊆ Ππi since the former is all policies
consistent with π on the first i + 1 states and the
latter is all policies consistent with π on the first i
∗
states. Thus, we know that (πi+1
| π) ∈ Ππi and so
π
an optimal policy in Πi —namely (πi∗ | π)—must
∗
achieve at least the same value as (πi+1
| π) on
every state—namely at least τ on s0 .
Lemma 3.

1
2

≤

Ni+1
Ni
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Approximate Bad-Policy Density of R&N Grid
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Proof. To show that 12 ≤ NNi+1
, we will construct
i
an injective function f : Ti \ Ti+1 → Ti+1 . Letting
¬a1 = a2 and ¬a2 = a1 , our function is f (π) = π 0
where π 0 is defined as follows:
(
¬π(sj ) if j = i + 1
0
π :=
π(sj )
o/w

0.4
0.2

That is, f outputs a policy that is identical to π but
which takes the opposite action as π on state i + 1.
To complete our proof we argue that if π ∈ Ti \ Ti+1
then f (π) ∈ Ti+1 .

0.0
VMin
(a) With Lava

f (π)

Thus, we have constructed our sequence satisfying
the aforementioned smoothness properties and we
can easily compute N0 . Assuming uniform sampling access to the τ -quality i-controlled policies,
standard Chernoff bound arguments show we can
estimate each NNi+1
up to a multiplicative (1 ± ε) usi
ing the previously-mentioned strategy in poly-time.
By our earlier arguments this suffices to estimate the
good policy density up to a multiplicative (1 ± ε) in
poly-time.

1.0

Approximate Bad-Policy Density of R&N Grid (No Lava)

0.8
0.6
BPD

To do so, it suffices to argue that (πi∗ | π) ∈ Πi+1 .
Since (πi∗ | π) matches π on the first i states and
f (π) matches π on the first i states, we know that
f (π) also matches (πi∗ | π) on the first i states.
However, recall that (πi∗ | π) has value at least τ
∗
on s0 , but (πi+1
| π) does not and so we know that
∗
(πi | π) 6∈ Ππi+1 . It must therefore be the case
that π(si+1 ) 6= (πi∗ | π)(si+1 ) which is to say that
f (π)(si+1 ) = (πi∗ | π); that is f (π) matches (πi∗ |
π) on the (i + 1)th state. But then f (π) matches
(πi∗ | π) on all of the first (i + 1)th states and so we
f (π)
know that (πi∗ | π) ∈ Πi .

VMax
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Figure 4. The BPD of variants of the Russell & Norvig grid world.
On the top plot, we visualize the BPD of the traditional grid that
includes a terminal lava state at (4, 2), in which the agent receives
−1 reward. On the bottom, we visualize the BPD of this grid world
without the lava state—instead, (4, 2) is a non-terminal empty cell
that yields 0 reward. We vary the slip probability in each problem
from 0.0 up to 1.0.

VM AX−VM IN
12

B. Experimental Details
We next provide additional details about the N -chain experiment in Figure 1, and an additional experiment of the same
form in the 4 × 3 Russell & Norvig grid world (Russell &
Norvig, 2009).
N -Chain Details. As discussed, the results pictured in
Figure 1 highlight the change of BPDτ (M ) for different
choices of τ and M . We compute the BPDτ (M ) for each
M by exactly computing the start-state value of every deterministic policy, which is feasible given the size of the MDPs.
The start state is the left-most state in each chain, and γ was
set to 0.95. For each MDP, we compute BPDτ (M ) for
12 choices of τ , starting from VM IN and incrementing by

up to VM AX. In general, we anticipate that
most of the interesting action will happen relatively close to
BPDτ (M ) ≈ 1, as on most MDPs of relevance the policy
space likely only contains a few good policies.
Grid World. We next experiment with the Russell &
Norvig grid world (Russell & Norvig, 2009), a 4×3 grid
world containing a wall at (2, 2), a terminal goal at (4, 3)
that awards +1 upon entering, and a terminal lava pit at
(4, 2) that awards a −1 upon entering. The agent starts at
(1, 1) and can move in each of the four cardinal directions.
We introduce a slip probability  in which, for each (s, a)
pair there is an  probability that the agent will execute an
action uniformly at random with probability each time step.
In our experiment, we inspect the BPDτ (M ) for different
settings of  from 0.0 up to 1.0. Given the size of the policy
space of even this small grid world, we here use the additive
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approximation method to estimate BPDτ (M ) for each τ
and M combination. We sample 500 policies at random
and evaluate them to form our estimate of BPDτ (M ). Note
that the additive approximation method is only suitable for
MDPs where BPDτ (M ) is non-negligibly distant from one
or zero—otherwise it is likely that estimate will always yield
zero or one, despite the existence of several good or bad
policies. For this reason, we emphasize the significance and
important of Theorem 2, though note that there is still a
remaining step to make this approach practical.
Result are presented in Figure 4. On the top, we show the
estimated BPD of the grid that contains the lava cell for
each value of τ . On the bottom, we show the estimated BPD
of the grid with the lava cell replaced by an empty cell (so
the agent receives +0 and does not terminate at (4, 2)). We
again vary τ from VM IN up to VM AX in increments of
VM AX−VM IN
.
12
First note that we lose monotonicity because we are estimating BPDτ (M ) rather than computing it exactly. Next,
observe that for any middling choice of τ (less than roughly
VM AX−VM IN
), we find the problem to be trivially easy for
2
lower choices of slip probability when lava is present. This
is because only a few policies make their way to the lava
cell—thus, because value range includes the costly policies
that go directly into the lava, the bad policies are only those
that move directly to the lava. Even the uniform random
policy only has a small probability of arriving at the lava,
and thus even the light blue curve (when the slip probability
is 1.0) decays toward 0 for lower values of τ . Conversely,
once the τ threshold requires the agent actually reaches the
goal in a timely fashion, nearly all policies are considered
below optimal, and thus the problem becomes more difficult.
While these dramatic swings are interesting and anticipated,
we suspect that for MDPs of practical interest, logBPDτ (M )
may be the more interesting property to inspect as it will
help distinguish when there are a handful of good policies
as opposed to several handfuls.
In the case with no lava, we first note that the range
[VM IN, VM AX] is in fact different, as there is no longer
a negative reward in the MDP. Hence, we find that when the
threshold increases past τ = 0, many policies are quickly
taken to be bad, as they do not reach the goal. The higher
the slip probability, the more policies that can be considered
good, as the stochasticity of the environment pushes more
policies toward eventually finding the goal. In contrast, we
note that when the slip probability is zero, there are only a
select few (out of |A||S| = 4, 194, 304) policies that ever
reach the goal, which is why we see the darker blue curve
rise quickly around τ = VM IN.
As a final note, we observe that comparing the value intervals between the lava and no-lava cases gives the impression
that the MDP without lava is harder, in general. This is pri-

marily due to the fact that there are few values of τ for
which any policy might be considered good. In contrast,
when lava is present, VM IN is considerably lower. We
suggest these facts may be important when considering generalizations of the BPD that avoid explicit dependence on
τ : Such generalizations may need to account for the range
of values policies can take on. One route to incorporating
such considerations is to move to a probabilistic view of the
BPDτ (M ), in which we assess the probability of sampling
a policy below a particular value threshold.

